
VR TV

MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS
Virtual Reality

Enjoy your favorite shows in engaging and interactive 
environments. Just like real life.

Watch TV like you are living it!

Immersive and innovative experience 
Using cutting edge technology to improve your offer. 

Make it personal
Customize your offer and content providing life like experiences, e.g. watching football
in a pub or a movie in a theater.

Incentive usage
By providing another and more personal ‘extra screen’. 

Increase preference
Offer adapted and differentiated content.



Get in touch with us. We love a good challenge!
You are always welcome

John’s voice transcript:
Looks like a Game of Thrones scene!
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Example of a Virtual Voice Chat over Live Streaming or VOD - Video on Demand
Record and Send your comments to your list of connected friends. And listen to them! 
Depending on the actual equipment being used, some features may not be available.

Real-time interaction
with other Viewers

Multi Viewer
Experience
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VR TV

MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS
Virtual Reality

Main Features:
User Authentication, Multi-channel Live streaming, VOD Catalog,
360⁰ Entertaining Videos and Changeable Environments.

Living Room

Public Space

Children’s Place

Feels like Home! Or at the Coffee Shop with friends.
With our VR TV users can enjoy their favourite shows
in engaging and interactive virtual environments.

Cycloid Technology and Consulting, Lda.
Av. Conde Valbom, 30 - 4º Andar, 1050-068 Lisboa, Portugal
Newbury Oxford House, 12-20 Oxford Street, Newbury, RG14 1JB, UK 

(T) +351 215 878 590   |  info@cycloid.pt  |  www.cycloid.pt

Subscription and social 
media integrated into
the VR expericence

Integration 
with external 
services

Contact us
We’re happy
to show
our demos
to reinforce
your decision

Multiple virtual scenarios 
adjusted to your different 
customers and content

Multi
Environment

Your customized virtual 
environments with 3D
and actual size objects

3D modeling

Live interaction with
the TV service according 
to each users' 
subscription

TV Service
Integration


